
Vertical Blinds

EOS Helix Vertical Blinds

The world’s most admired 
window coverings 
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Luxaflex® has been adding style and sophistication  
to New Zealand windows since the 1950’s.

Our design heritage is founded on innovation for today 
and tomorrow while taking care to celebrate the beauty 
in the details. To us, form and function are synonymous. 
Consistently pushing the boundaries, we are proud to be  
the market-leaders in daylight regulation and solar heat 
control solutions.

Beauty is  
in the details
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EOS Helix Vertical Blinds
Available in two operating system options with seamless colour co-ordination, 
Luxaflex® EOS Helix Vertical Blinds provide a graphic element to interior 
style. They give the impression of height, which accentuates the sense of light 
and space in feature rooms.

Vertical blinds always hang straight, so finding a window shade solution for 
angled and curved glass is not a problem. The EOS track system includes an 
extruded aluminium alloy section (45mm deep by 25mm high) and a clutch 
mechanism to turn the slats.

Maximise your views The narrow blade travellers are completely drawn against the end cap when the blind is in 
the opened position so that the blade stack is reduced to a minimum.

Out of sight The headrail and other visible components are slim and elegant.

Smooth operator Operation is smooth and easy, even when blinds are very large.

Sloped top/bottom EOS Helix Vertical blinds are the ideal solution for sloped windows.

Light control By adjusting the blades you can have exactly the amount of light and privacy control you 
need. 200° closure ensures near Blockout for night-time.
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‘Chainless’ (Sewn)
fully sewn-in weights

‘Chainless’ (Welded)
weights without chains.

Traditional finishing
with weights and chains.

Blockout
Choose a blockout fabric  
if you want darkness and privacy 
in bedroom and living areas. 
Available in monochromatic 
shades  
and contemporary textures.

Translucent
A smart choice if you want light 
and privacy at the same time. Light 
filtering fabrics are available in a 
range of opacities, colours and 
textures.

Fabric Options Bottom weight options

We have a large range of colours available in fabrics suitable  
for Vertical Blinds. Check out our website or your nearest dealer for more 
details.

Stack Options 

Left and right stack Split stack Centre stack
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The narrow blade travellers are 
completely drawn against the end 
cap when the blind is opened, so 
that the blade stack is reduced to 
a minimum.

Operating is smooth and easy, 
even when blinds are very 
large.

Blades are always equally spaced 
and sure to hang straight due to 
the self-alignment mechanism in 
the slat traveller.

The headrail and other visible 
components are slim and 
elegant.

The blade stack can be moved 
to the opposite side of the track 
by releasing the end stop. This is 
handy when windows need to be 
cleaned.

The EOS Helix track system includes an extruded aluminium alloy section (45mm deep by 25mm 
high) and a clutch mechanism to turn the slats.

Chain and Cord
The simplicity, practicality and graphic elegance of Luxaflex® EOS 
Helix Vertical Blinds makes them ideal for contemporary homes and 
apartments. A smooth operating system with a beaded chain and cord. 
The beaded chain tilts the blades which allows you to have complete 
control and direction of the light you want in the room. Custom Length 
Loop Chain in White only.

Traversing Wand
The gear and triangular wand, available in contemporary colours, has 
improved the quality and control when operating the blind. This makes the 
operating process easier and smoother, simply use one hand tilt the blades 
and draw across.

Operating Systems

EOS Helix Track
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Stockist:

New Zealand Window Shades Head Office
15 Lady Ruby Drive, Auckland, 2013

P 0800 223 224
E customerservice@nzwindowshades.co.nz
W www.luxaflex.co.nz
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